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The qualitative and quantitative features of the electronic charge distribution in cuprate superconductors are
reexamined on the basis of a comprehensive set of nuclear quadrupole resonance and NMR measurements. A
systematic analysis of measured electric-field gradients is performed within the tight-binding approach, com-
monly used for electronic models in cuprates. Both in-plane and out-of-plane sites and orbitals are considered.
Special attention is given to the generic pd model involving only the s orbitals in the CuO2 planes. This model
is checked against the experimental data. The physical origin of several material-dependent features is clarified.
It is shown that in La22xSrxCuO4 the 3d3z22r2 orbital of the in-plane copper and the 2pz apex oxygen orbital
are occupied by a substantially smaller fraction of holes than the in-plane s orbitals, at variance with proposals
lending importance to copper-apex oxygen hybridization. At the in-plane oxygen site a sizable 2pz admixture
is found at the Fermi level of YBa2Cu3O7. The in-plane charge distribution of Tl2Ba2CuO4 is found to be
qualitatively similar to that of the high-temperature tetragonal phase of La22xSrxCuO4. It appears that the
additional holes are shared among copper and oxygen sites in similar proportions. This is shown to be
compatible with the large Ud Emery model provided that the difference between the p and d atomic energies
is comparable to the first neighbor overlap energy. @S0163-1829~98!03914-9#I. INTRODUCTION
The charge and spin distributions in layered cuprates, as
well as the relations between these two distributions, have
been intensively studied by various experimental methods,
for a wide range of dopings.1–10 The NMR and nuclear quad-
rupole resonance ~NQR! studies of both antiferromagnetic
and metallic compounds contributed significantly to the un-
derstanding of this matter, measuring the electric-field gradi-
ents ~EFG’s! at nuclear positions, and being very sensitive to
the formation of the local spins.
There are several materials for which EFG’s are rather
completely investigated. More precisely, in these materials
the components of the traceless EFG tensor are well known
for all ions with a partially occupied outer shell.1–4,11,12 In
some cases, even the dependence of EFG’s on doping is
established.4,8,13
The theoretical analysis of the EFG data followed several
routes. For example, Schwarz et al.14 calculated the electric-
field gradients of the YBa2Cu3O72x family in a first-
principles approach, using the local-density approximation.
Good agreement with experimental EFG’s is found. How-
ever, the basis of three or more valence subshells per crystal
site ~e.g., 3d , 4s , and 4p orbitals at the copper site! is too
wide, and the local-density approximation is too crude to
give results which can be simply related to those commonly
obtained in electronic many-body models. On the other hand,
Shimizu15 has studied the EFG at copper sites in various
high-Tc cuprates including from the outset only the 3dx22y2
valence orbital on the copper ion. The effects of quadrupolar
polarizability on the charge distribution were described
through the Sternheimer antishielding factor g , as usual.
However, Shimizu did not take into account the intersite hy-570163-1829/98/57~14!/8590~11!/$15.00bridization between the valence orbitals. This was further
considered by Hanzawa et al.16 However, being interested
only in the EFG at the in-plane ions, Hanzawa et al. simpli-
fied the model by omitting the contribution of the quadrupo-
lar polarizability to the EFG. In this paper, we present a
complete quantitative analysis of the electric-field gradients
based on the tight-binding picture. Such an approach pro-
vides a link between the EFG measurements and the many-
body models based on the tight-binding approximation, usu-
ally used for most theoretical considerations of high-Tc
cuprates. A reasonable balance between the accuracy on the
single particle level and the accuracy in the treatment of the
strong electronic correlations is achieved in this way. We
estimate that our calculations are performed with one in ten
accuracy. The relevance of various valence orbitals as well
as the effects of the quadrupolar charge polarizability on
EFG’s for several representative members of the high-Tc su-
perconductors ~HTSC’s! is considered in this spirit.
The complete information on EFG’s proves very useful
when resolving the question of the charge distribution among
various ions and their orbitals. The main advantage of this
analysis comes from the possibility to distinguish among lo-
cal and lattice contributions to EFG’s. The local charge dis-
tribution is related to partially filled orbitals at the ion con-
sidered, while the lattice charge distribution relates to other
neighboring sites ~ions!. Furthermore, the local part is usu-
ally extremely sensitive to how charge is shared among local
orbitals. Therefore, the investigation of the EFG at various
nuclei in the layered cuprates may give rather precise infor-
mation on the symmetry of the atomic orbitals which build
up the valence bands ~see Sec. III!.17 The important ques-
tions that may be answered in this way, out of several others
to be discussed, are as follows.8590 © 1998 The American Physical Society
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per orbitals in hosting the extra charge introduced by doping.
This can be inferred from the existing EFG data and the fact
that local contributions of 3dx22y2 and 3d3z22r2 orbitals are
opposite in sign.
~ii! The amount in which the 2pz(p) orbital is admixed to
the 2ps orbital of the in-plane oxygen ion. The admixture,
breaking the uniaxial symmetry of EFG, becomes the subject
of easy observation.
~iii! The effect of doping on the apex oxygen. Some theo-
ries attribute an important role to the hybridization between
copper 3dx22y2 and apex-oxygen 2pz orbitals. This question
can be readily addressed by studying the symmetry of EFG
at the apex oxygen site.
The EFG data obtained in the La22xSrxCuO4 family will
be our major interest. The reason for that lies in the relative
simplicity of this compound, as well as in the fact that the
doping dependencies of NMR and NQR spectra in
La22xSrxCuO4 are well established. In addition, we will dis-
cuss the results available for YBa2Cu3O7 and Tl2Ba2CuO6.
Finally, in Sec. IV the in-plane charge distribution is ana-
lyzed within the framework of the Emery pd model. We
show that the model with strong Coulomb repulsion Ud on
the in-plane copper site accounts well for the doping depen-
dence and the size of the observed EFG’s, provided the di-
mensionless parameter tpd /Dpd is chosen to be of the order
of unity.
II. THEORETICAL ANALYSIS OF EFG’S
In materials where the spherical symmetry of the on-site
charge distributions is broken ~HTSC materials being an ex-
ample!, the nuclear resonant frequencies of the nuclei with
spin I.1/2 are strongly affected by the nuclear quadrupole
interaction between the nuclear quadrupole moments Q and
electric field gradients Vaa . By measuring the resonant fre-
quencies it is possible to find the values of these gradients.
Indeed, strong electric field gradients were measured at al-
most all crystal positions in the materials under
consideration.1–4,11,12 It has been shown previously that in
some cases the EFG is dominanted by the contribution of the
on-site charges,16 reflecting the effects of the intra-atomic
and interatomic hybridization among the outermost orbitals,
while in some other cases the contributions of the surround-
ing ions dominate.15 To take both of these possibilities into
account, we start our EFG analysis with the expression
Vaa5Vaa
local2(
b
RabVbb
local1Vaa
lattice2(
b
gabVbb
lattice
. ~1!
An expression similar to Eq. ~1! was originally derived for
ionic insulators where R and g reduce to scalars.18 Various
simplifications of this, already simplified, equation have been
used previously for the explanation of the EFG’s in the
HTSC materials.15,16 However, our purpose, to analyze care-
fully most of the available experimental results, compels us
to use it in its general form, including explicitly the effect of
hybridization among the outermost orbitals on Vaa .
The structure of Eq. ~1! can be easily understood from the
following tight-binding reasoning. As usual for HTSC mate-
rials, we choose the hole picture to describe the electronicdegrees of freedom. The corresponding vacuum state com-
prises the ions with closed outermost subshells Cu11, O22,
La31, Ba21, Y31, and Tl11. The crystal field V lattice acts on
the on-site charge distribution in different ways. The intra-
atomic hybridizations arise from multipole terms of the crys-
tal field whereas different interatomic hybridizations and
electron-electron interactions modify the on-site charge dis-
tribution, resulting finally in the expression for the total elec-
tronic charge on a site
22e(
nlk
~12nnlk!uCnlku2. ~2!
Here nnlk is the number of holes per spin in the orbital char-
acterized by quantum numbers n , l , and k . Cnlk is the cor-
responding wave function. V lattice affects both Cnlk and nnlk
~by shifting and splitting the related orbital energy levels!.
Note that even small energy splittings, associated with sym-
metry breaking induced by the crystal field, result in large
charge redistributions among the orbitals at the considered
site. Similar redistributions among sites are associated with
the intersite hybridization. However, once the symmetry of
the energy splitting is established, the value of V lattice influ-
ences primarily Cnlk while the effect on nnlk is relatively
small.
In order to factorize Eq. ~2! in a way useful to the EFG
analysis we write the quadrupolar corrections in Cnlk explic-
itly
22e(
nlk
~12nnlk!@~Cnlk
0 !212Cnlk
0 dCnlk
lattice
12Cnlk
0 dCnlk
local# . ~3!
dCnlk
lattice and dCnlk
local represent, respectively, the polarizations
of the orbital Cnlk
0 by the quadrupolar part of the crystal
potential of the surrounding ions, and by the quadrupolar
part of the local electron-electron interactions due to redis-
tribution of the local charge. As can be easily seen, the cor-
responding effect of the dipolar term on EFG can be ab-
sorbed in the variation of nnlk . Cnlk
0 may be factorized in
the usual way using the normalized radial and angular part of
the wave function Cnlk
0 5Rnl(r) f lk(V). The function f lk(V)
is the real combination of the spherical harmonics Y lm(V)
with the same l ~with average components of the orbital
angular momentum equal to zero!. It is an appropriate start-
ing point for the tight-binding description of the charge car-
riers in a crystal. Thus, after putting the whole charge acting
on a given nucleus into the expression for EFG, one obtains
Vaa5E d3r3ra2 2r2
r5
H 2e(
nlk
nnlk~Cnlk
0 !2
22e(
nlk
~12nnlk!2Cnlk
0 dCnlk
local1r lattice
22e(
nlk
~12nnlk!2Cnlk
0 dCnlk
latticeJ . ~4!
Here r lattice is the charge distribution from the surrounding
ions. Since any distribution nnlk of holes over orbitals which
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the filled subshells! does not contribute to the EFG, the con-
tribution of 22e(nlk(Cnlk0 )2 is absent in Eq. ~4!.
The four parts of Eq. ~4! correspond to the four contribu-
tions already separated in Eq. ~1!. Two of these are direct
ones,
Vaa
local5E d3r3ra2 2r2
r5
2e(
nlk
nnlk~Cnlk
0 !2, ~5!
Vaa
lattice5E d3r3ra2 2r2
r5
r lattice, ~6!
and two are indirect,
(
b
RabVbb
local5E d3r3ra2 2r2
r5
2e(
nlk
~12nnlk!
32Cnlk
0 dCnlk
local
, ~7!
(
b
gabVbb
lattice5E d3r3ra2 2r2
r5
2e(
nlk
~12nnlk!
32Cnlk
0 dCnlk
lattice
, ~8!
with corresponding shielding tensors R and g . Equations ~7!
and ~8! describe in particular the case considered here, when
the crystal field splittings and/or the hybridization effects
between outer orbitals result in only one of orbitals at given
site, the s one, to be occupied by holes. Then R is a scalar,
while g remains a tensor. Note that large values of g can
correspond to small ionic polarizabilities dCnlk
lattice because at
short distances the effect of dCnlk
lattice on g is enhanced by the
singularity in the nuclear quadrupole interaction.19
In following subsections we outline the procedure to be
used in the analysis of all four contributions to EFG. The
part of the analysis related to particular sites in HTSC com-
pounds and particular sets of data will be carried out in Sec.
III. For this sake we introduce here a few customary notions
and abbreviations.
In order to introduce the frequency scale associated with
EFG’s, one defines auxiliary frequencies
naa5
3
2I~2I21 !h eQVaa , ~9!
where I is the nuclear spin.
For nuclei with spin I53/2 in the nuclear quadrupole
resonance experiments the nuclear resonant frequency is usu-
ally labeled by nQ and is equal to
nQ5ungguA11h2/3. ~10!
The asymmetry parameter h in Eq. ~10! is conventionally
defined as
h5
Vaa2Vbb
Vgg
, ~11!
where the local axes a , b , and g are chosen so that 0 < h <
1.A. Direct lattice contribution
The contribution of Eq. ~6! is first calculated in the point
charge approximation
Vaa
lattice5(
i
qi
3Rai
2 2Ri
2
Ri
5 . ~12!
Here qi is the effective charge of the ith ion, and R i is its
position. The sum goes over all crystal sites except for the
one considered. Various departures of real lattices from the
idealized planar ones are taken into account by using the
crystallographic data from Refs. 20–22. For example, the
buckling of CuO2 planes in YBa2Cu3O7 and the displace-
ment of ions in TlO planes from their ideal positions in
Tl2Ba2CuO6 are included.
Although the point charge approximation in the calcula-
tion of Vaa
lattice is a reasonable one, the leading corrections to
the values obtained by Eq. ~12! are also estimated. The latter
originate from a more realistic description of the distribution
of holes over s orbitals in the close neighborhood of the
considered site. Using Slater-type wave functions, we find
that Vaa
lattice and the asymmetry parameter h remain un-
changed by such corrections with an accuracy of 1 part in 10.
This question is taken up again in Sec. III B.
B. Direct local contribution
When only the s orbital is occupied by hole at the site
considered, the direct local contribution Vaa
local is
Vaa
local52nnlkeCaa
lk ^1/r3&nl , ~13!
according to Eq. ~5!. Here 2nnlk is the average number of
holes in the orbital and
^1/r3&nl5E r2drRnl2 1
r3
,
Caa
lk 54pE dV f lk2 ~V! f pa2 ~V!21. ~14!
In the factorization of expression ~13! the relation ra
5A4p/3f par is used. Unlike some earlier approaches to the
HTSC materials, when ^1/r3&3d for Cu ions and ^1/r3&2p for
O ions were treated as free parameters, to be estimated from
the experimental EFG’s for each material separately,16 we
assume that these parameters have the same values for all
materials considered, which in addition can be significantly
different from their values for free ions/atoms. Actually, we
take over the estimates of ^1/r3&nl from previous Knight shift
analysis in YBa2Cu3O7,2,3 ^1/r3&2p 5 3.75 a.u., and ^1/r3&3d
5 6 a.u. Note that these values can be expressed in terms of
the Slater-type wave functions23 for the electrons in the 2p
oxygen and 3d copper orbitals
^1/r3&2p5
1
24S z2pa0 D
3
,
^1/r3&3d5
1
405S z3da0 D
3
, ~15!
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fective charges of the nuclei for these two orbitals ~not sim-
ply related to qi), and a0 is the Bohr radius.
One of the most interesting questions concerning the
charge distribution in the HTSC materials is the rate of ad-
mixing the p orbitals to the s ones at oxygen and copper
in-plane ions. This can be answered using the values of the
factors Caa
lk for p and d orbitals given in Table I. Note in this
respect that the contributions of the outer orbitals at the same
ion are distinguished by symmetry, except for the case of
da22b2 and dab orbitals, since the latter have the same axial
symmetry, and the factors Caa
lk have the same sign. Two
issues can therefore be meaningfully addressed here: ~i! the
admixture of the 2pz orbital to the corresponding s orbital at
the oxygen positions, and ~ii! the admixture of the 3d3z22r2
to the 3dx22y2 orbital at the copper positions. Leaving the
details of the analysis for Sec. III, it may be mentioned here
that in the case ~i! the occupation of the 2pz oxygen orbital
can be directly estimated from the symmetry of the local
contribution to EFG, provided that the local contribution is
suitably extracted from the experimental data. On the other
hand, for the 3d3z22r2 and 3dx22y2 orbitals the factors Caa
lk
are opposite in sign, and it is possible to distinguish the
respective contributions of those orbitals by changing the
total charge on the copper ions.
C. Indirect contributions
The expressions for the indirect contributions to EFG are
given by Eqs. ~7! and ~8!. It is important to remember that
for ionic insulators, i.e., when holes are absent, g itself re-
duces to a scalar. This is relevant here for the cases when the
ionic configuration in the crystal results from polarizing the
closed shells of an ion. For example, this occurs on the in-
plane O sites in La2CuO4 and YBa2Cu3O6 when the Cu-O
hybridization is negligible. In addition, g is a scalar when
there is a fourfold symmetry axis at the site considered. This
is easily understood on noting that both Vaa and Vaa
lattice have
to satisfy the Laplace equation. Such is the case at the Cu site
in HTT phase of La22xSrxCuO4.
Let us first mention the earlier relevant results. The indi-
rect contributions to EFG in the closed-shell-ion cases have
been intensively studied by Sternheimer. He obtained g(O)
524.1, R(O)50.078 and g(Cu11)5215.46, R(Cu11) 5
0.179.19
Since factors R enter in Eq. ~1!, or below in Eq. ~17!, only
through the product (12R)^1/r3&, the values of these two
TABLE I. The factors Caa
lk for the orbitals with p and d sym-
metry.
orbital Caa
lk Cbb
lk Cgg
lk
da22b2 2/7 2/7 24/7
dab 2/7 2/7 24/7
dag 2/7 24/7 2/7
dbg 24/7 2/7 2/7
d3g22r2 22/7 22/7 4/7
pa 4/5 22/5 22/5
pb 22/5 4/5 22/5
pg 22/5 22/5 4/5factors cannot be discussed separately, so that for R~O! and
R~Cu! we use the approximate theoretical values 0.1 and 0.2,
respectively.
In this subsection we consider the effect of interatomic
hybridization on g . First we recall Sternheimer’s general re-
sult that in the closed-shell-ion case the dominant contribu-
tion to g arises from the radial polarization of the outermost
p orbitals.19 This term is usually labeled by g(np!p). It is
thus expected that the largest tensorial corrections to g in the
HTSC materials will appear at the oxygen in-plane ions as a
result of the interatomic hybridization. In order to estimate
these tensorial corrections, we generalize Sternheimer’s cal-
culation for radial quadrupolar polarizability of p orbitals to
situations with fractional occupation numbers nnlk . This is
done in the Appendix.
Note that the definition of g by Eq. ~8! is not unique
because Vaa
lattice satisfies the Laplace equation. Therefore, any
term proportional to (aVaa
lattice can be added to the left-hand
side of Eq. ~8!. We use this freedom to minimize the off-
diagonal components of g .
Unlike the case of closed shells, for fractional occupation
numbers the off-diagonal components of g(np!p) cannot
be simultaneously taken to zero by using the Laplace equa-
tion. As shown in the Appendix the overall g(np!p) can
be then expressed as
g~np!p !5g0~np!p !1dg~np!p !, ~16!
where g0(np!p)548/25Inp , in accordance with the Stern-
heimer’s result and the tensorial content of g(np!p) comes
through dg(np!p):
dgzz~np!p !52
8
25 ~4nnpz1nnpx1nnpy!Inp ,
dgzx~np!p !5
8
25 ~nnpx2nnpy!Inp ,
dgzy~np!p !5
8
25 ~nnpy2nnpx!Inp . ~17!
Other components of the tensor dg(np!p) can be obtained
by cyclic permutations of x , y , and z indices. Inp is defined
by Eq. ~A9! in the Appendix, but note that the relative cor-
rection dg/g0 involves only the occupation numbers nnpk ,
while Inp cancels out. In the next section we turn to a more
detailed discussion of various aspects of the EFG’s measured
in HTSC’s. The scalar part of g will be left as the free
parameter, the same for all materials, to be determined from
experimental data. Therefore, Inp and the solutions of Eq.
~A6! are not relevant to this discussion.
The potential importance of the tensorial nature of g can
be appreciated through Eq. ~17!, i.e., for p orbitals. Assum-
ing, e.g., that the occupied orbital is px , namely, Vyy
local
5Vzz
local
, but that Vaa
lattice is symmetric with respect to the y
axis, Vxx
lattice5Vzz
lattice
, it turns out in the calculation of Appen-
dix A that (gV lattice)yy'2(gV lattice)zz . As argued below,
such a strong tensorial character of g is not found at the
oxygen sites in high-Tc superconductors. Actually, at those
sites the tensorial corrections of Eq. ~17! will turn out to be
negligible. The large tensorial corrections to the scalar value
8594 57IVAN KUPCˇ IC´ , SLAVEN BARISˇIC´ , AND EDUARD TUTISˇTABLE II. The experimental EFG’s ~Refs. 4 and 8!, the total lattice contributions to EFG and the estimated EFG’s according to Eq. ~18!
~all in units of 1021 V/m2), with the respective asymmetry parameters, for La1.85Sr0.15CuO4. The effective charge of ions qi and the number
of holes in corresponding s orbitals ni are also done.
atom Vaa Vbb Vcc h h8 Vaa Vbb Vcc Vaa Vbb Vcc h h8 qi ni
exp. lattice Eq. ~18!
O~1! 21.0 21.0 2.0 0 20.52 20.52 1.04 21.04 21.04 2.08 0 21.96 0.04
O~2! 7.3 25.0 22.3 0.37 0.37 2.71 22.0 20.71 7.43 24.36 23.07 0.17 0.17 21.82 0.18
Cu 7.0 7.0 214.0 0 22.47 22.47 4.94 7.00 7.00 214.00 0 1.71 0.71
Laa 8.38 8.38 216.76 8.38 8.38 216.76 0 2.925 0
aIn the calculation of the Vaa
lattice contributions, the spatially averaged charge on La sites is used to insure the charge neutrality of the system.
In Ref. 25 Vcc5616.731021 V/m2 at the La site in La 22xSr xCuO 4, x,0.08, is reported.of g do occur, however, at the in-chain copper site of
YBa2Cu3O7, where they presumably involve the d states.
The corresponding generalization of Eq. ~17! is straightfor-
ward and will not be discussed here.
III. COMPARISON WITH EXPERIMENTS
First we consider the tensorial corrections dg(np!p) at
the oxygen sites, for the situation relevant here, when the
occupation numbers per spin are approximately nnpy5nnpz
50 and nnpx50.1. The following results are obtained: dgxx
5 4dgyy 5 4dgzz520.066g0, dgxy 5 dgxz 5 0, and dgzx
5 2dgzy 5 dgyx 5 2dgyz 5 0.017g0. Therefore, allowing
for uncertainties in the calculation of the indirect lattice con-
tribution of the order of a few percents, we may continue the
EFG analysis by omitting the tensorial corrections at the
oxygen sites. At the copper sites, the closed 3p subshell
gives a dominant contribution to g0. The dg(3p!p) cor-
rection disappears according to Eq. ~A11!. Moreover, in the
tetragonal lattice of La2CuO4 compounds, where the hole
distribution at the in-plane copper and respective Vaa
lattice have
fourfold symmetry, the total g is strictly a scalar.
In what follows, the scalar values of g will be labeled by
g(Cu), g(O), g(Ba), and g(La), and the simplified version
of Eq. ~1! (g scalar! to be used is
Vaa5~12R !Vaa
local1~12g!Vaa
lattice
. ~18!
The factor g~Cu! is usually estimated by fitting the EFG
measured at the in-chain Cu nuclei in insulating YBa2Cu3O6.
Since at this copper ion there are no holes, g~Cu! is the onlyfree parameter in Eq. ~18!. Assuming the stoichiometric va-
lences of all ions except for the in-plane ones, g~Cu! 5
25.24 is obtained. Further, when g~Cu! and the in-plane
doping level d in La22xSrxCuO4 are known, two remaining
unknown quantities, g~O! and the number of holes on the
in-plane copper ~or the in-plane oxygen! ion, can be easily
estimated from EFG data. The value g(O)526 is obtained
in this way. The values g(Ba)5262 and g(La)5283 also
result directly from the experimental EFG.
Our next task is to test the possibility that some other
orbitals except for s ones are involved in bands near the
Fermi energy. We focus our attention on the three materials
for which the NMR/NQR measurements are available both at
all oxygen and at all copper sites, namely, La22xSrxCuO4,
YBa2Cu3O7, and Tl2Ba2CuO6.1–4,11,12 The assumption that
only the s orbitals are partially occupied corresponds to a
particular form of the local charge distribution ~LCD!.
Through Eq. ~18!, this LCD can be checked against experi-
mental EFG’s. For the parameters g , R , and ^1/r3&, we use
the values discussed previously. The only free parameter per
site, the population of the respective s orbital ni , is esti-
mated from the largest EFG component measured at the par-
ticular site. The validity of initial assumption is then tested
on comparing the experimentally measured asymmetry pa-
rameter h to the one which corresponds to the assumed
LCD. The results obtained by this procedure are shown in
Tables II and III, and discussed below. In those tables the
effective charge of an ion is equal:
qi5qi
012nnlk5qi
01ni . ~19!TABLE III. YBa2Cu3O7: The experimental EFG’s are from Refs. 1 and 2.
atom Vaa Vbb Vcc h h8 Vaa Vbb Vcc Vaa Vbb Vcc h h8 qi ni
exp. lattice Eq. ~18!
Cu~2! 6.2 6.2 212.4 0 22.70 22.00 4.70 5.83 6.54 212.37 0.06 1.64 0.64
O~2! 10.5 26.3 24.1 0.20 0.20 2.97 20.97 2 2.00 10.30 24.64 25.66 0.10 20.10 21.72 0.28
O~3! 26.3 10.2 23.9 0.23 20.55 2.25 21.70 24.22 9.60 25.38 0.12 21.72 0.28
Baa 28.86 0.53 8.33 28.86 0.53 8.33 0.88 2 0
O~1! 24.0 27.6 11.6 0.31 20.51 22.19 2.70 24.31 26.00 10.31 0.16 21.71 0.29
Cu~1! 27.4 7.5 0.0 0.99 7.77 22.48 25.29 26.62 4.72 1.90 0.43 1.54 0.54
O~4! 25.1 17.3 212.1 0.4 20.58 3.78 23.20 26.87 16.37 29.50 0.16 21.52 0.48
Yb 0.065 0.11 20.175 0.065 0.11 20.175 0.26 3 0
aWe take that the experimental values from Ref. 26 correspond approximately to the antisymmetric EFG tensor with values (28.7, 0, 8.7!.
bWe give here only the bare lattice contribution, because there are no I.1/2 Y nuclei.
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0 is the charge of the ion in the vacuum state. In
particular, for the in-plane copper and oxygen ions qcu(2)
511nd , qo(2)5221np . A widely accepted notation is
used here, nd and np being the number of holes in the
3dx22y2-Cu~2! and the 2ps-O~2,3! orbitals, respectively.
A. Apex oxygen atom O1
The apex oxygen NMR presents a sensitive probe of the
hybridization between O~1!-2pz and the in-plane copper or-
bitals.
Due to the small value of the O~1! EFG in La22xSrxCuO4,
our analysis gives a population of the O(1)-2pz orbital by
holes less than 1/5 of the respective np . On the other hand,
the crucial experimental observation is that, within the ex-
perimental resolution, the O~1! EFG is not changed by stron-
tium dopings 0.075, 0.15, and 0.24.4,13 This rules out a siz-
able participation of the O~1!-2pz orbital at the Fermi level
in La22xSrxCuO4, at least in the range of dopings mentioned
above.
In contrast to that, in two other materials the estimated
number of holes at the apex oxygen is comparable to the np ,
pointing to the strong hybridization of the O~1!-2pz orbital
with the suitably oriented orbitals from the surrounding ions.
Unfortunately, at present there are no measurements of the
doping dependence of O~1! NMR spectra in these two fami-
lies. It should be noted, however, that in YBa2Cu3O7 the
spacing between O~1! and Cu~1! sites is somewhat shorter
than the distance between O~1! and Cu~2! ~1.85 vs 2.29 Å!.
This supports the idea that the charge distribution respon-
sible for EFG at O~1! is preferably related to the O~1!-2pz -
Cu~1!-3dy22z2 hybridization rather than to the O~1!-2pz -
Cu~2!-3d3z22r2 hybridization. This also agrees with the band
structure results reported by Massidda et al.27 It is even more
likely that such a situation occurs in Tl2Ba2CuO6. The Cu-
O~1! distance is significantly increased there, d @Cu-O~1!# '
2.7 Å, while d @Tl-O~1!# ' 1.98 Å is much smaller. Finally,
it is interesting to note that the nonzero value of the asym-
metry parameter h observed at O~1! in YBa2Cu3O7 arises
mostly from the presence of the in-chain oxygen ions. The
orthorhombic distortion of the tetragonal lattice has only a
small influence on h . Indeed, on assuming that the local
contribution is unchanged by the orthorhombic distorsion,
we obtain hO'0.16 and hT'0.18 for the orthorhombic and
tetragonal lattice, respectively. More generally, experimen-
tally measured small displacements of ions from their posi-
tions in the idealized lattices cause relatively small changes
in Vaa
lattice for nearby nuclei. This contrasts with much stron-
ger effects of interstitial impurities @for example, the effect of
the in-chain O~4! ion in YBa2Cu3O61x# on EFG.
B. In-plane oxygen atoms O2,3
In the conventional description of the symmetry of EFG
through h one item of information, important to our discus-
sion of O~2! EFG, remains hidden. This is best seen through
the parameter h85(Vcc2Vbb)/Vaa . Clearly, uh8u is equal to
the asymmetry parameter h , but the sign of h8 will turn out
to distinguish between the asymmetries originating from the
lattice and from the local EFG term.
At first sight the measured asymmetry parameters at O~2!
ions are confusing. In spite of the fact that the neighborhoodof the O~2! ion has a higher symmetry for the La22xSrxCuO4
lattice than for YBa2Cu3O7, the asymmetry parameter h is
found to be larger in the former case. This issue has been
previously discussed by Hanzawa et al.16 However, as their
model neglects the lattice contributions to EFG, it turns out
to be inappropriate for the discussion of the EFG’s for most
of the out-of-plane ions. It is also too crude to satisfactorily
explain h8 at the O~2,3! positions. The experimental values
of h8 in La22xSrxCuO4 and YBa2Cu3O7 are h8'0.4 and
h8'0.2, while the ps model predictions are h8'0.2 and
h8'20.1 ~see Tables II and III!. In order to understand this
discrepancy, it should be noted that, due to the a-axis
uniaxial symmetry of the 2ps orbital at the O~2! site, the
corresponding local contribution cancels out in the numera-
tor of h8. The sign of h8 is thus entirely determined by the
lattice contribution in the assumed ps model. Therefore, we
recalculated the lattice contribution in YBa2Cu3O7 beyond
the point charge approximation. The charge distribution on
the neighboring ions was modeled by the Slater-type wave
functions with parameters z2p and z3d given after Eq. ~15!.
However, the correction to h8 introduced in this way was not
qualitatively significant, since h8 remained negative. The so-
lution of the problem comes on noting that the crystal field in
the z direction admixes the 2pz orbital to the wave function
at the O~2! site of YBa2Cu3O7. This admixture breaks the
a-axis uniaxial symmetry of the contribution Vaa
local in Eq.
~18! and contributes a positive term to h8. It should be em-
phasized that the effect occurs through Vaa
local
, rather than
through the tensorial corrections to gVaa
lattice
, which are ne-
glected according to the discussion at the beginning of this
section. The estimated occupation of the 2pz orbital by holes
required to give the experimental h8 is somewhat less than
0.1 ~while n2ps'0.3). This agrees qualitatively with the re-
sult of the band calculation for EFG, reported by Schwarz
et al.14
In contrast to YBa2Cu3O7, the CuO2 plane in the HTT
phase of La1.85Sr0.15CuO4 is a mirror symmetry plane. The
crystal field in the z direction is absent, and therefore, at
room temperature, there is no 2pz admixture at the O~2! site.
Only the lattice contributes a term to h8, which is positive.
The structural phase transition between the high-
temperature tetragonal ~HTT! phase and a low-temperature
orthorhombic ~LTO! phase occurs at about 200 K in
La1.85Sr0.15CuO4. In the LTO phase ~where the data given in
Table II are taken!, a tilting of the CuO6 octahedra breaks
~weakly! the mirror symmetry at the O~2! site. The resulting
expectedly small 2pz contribution is positive. It combines
with the already positive value associated with the lattice.
Hence, in contrast to YBa2Cu3O7, the 2pz contribution in
La22xSrxCuO4 is not of qualitative importance in explaining
the sign of h8. On the other hand, the absence of EFG data
through the HTT/LTO transition makes a quantitative com-
parison between experiment and theory premature. However,
it can be safely concluded that the opposite signs of local and
lattice contributions to h8 in YBa2Cu3O7 are responsible for
a somewhat smaller positive value of h8, observed in this
material, than that in La1.85Sr0.15CuO4.
The transition of the LTO phase into a low-temperature
tetragonal ~LTT! phase in La22xBaxCuO4 introduces the
mirror symmetry at one of the two in-plane oxygen sites,
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Atom Vaa Vbb Vcc h h8 Vaa Vbb Vcc Vaa Vbb Vcc h h8 qi ni
exp. lattice Eq. ~18!
Cu a 23.18 23.18 6.36 4.56 4.56 29.12 0 1.58 0.58
O~2! 12.2 28.3 23.9 0.36 0.36 3.56 23.46 20.10 12.08 27.72 24.36 0.28 0.28 21.675 0.325
O~3! 28.3 12.2 23.9 0.36 23.46 3.56 20.10 27.72 12.08 24.36 0.28 21.675 0.325
Ba 2.29 2.29 24.58 2.29 2.29 24.58 0 2 0
O~1! 27.7 27.7 15.4 0 21.71 21.71 3.42 27.50 27.50 15.00 0 21.56 0.44
Tl b 0.40 0.40 20.80 0.40 0.40 20.80 0 2.215 1.215
O~4! 24.3 23.7 8.1 0.07 21.45 21.45 2.90 24.47 24.47 8.94 0 21.77 0.23
aThe value of 63nQ ,m'23.3 MHz is measured, which corresponds to Vcc 5 29.131021 V/m2 and h 5 0.
bThe bare lattice contribution only is given here.which forbids the 2pz admixture at this site. There is, how-
ever, a charge transfer between the two oxygen sites in
question.29 Unfortunately, there is also a lack of experimen-
tal data for this interesting situation.
All qualitative arguments, mentioned for the LCD at O~2!
in the HTT phase of La1.85Sr0.15CuO4, hold in Tl2Ba2CuO6
as well, as easily seen in Table IV.
C. In-plane copper atom Cu/Cu2
First we consider the symmetry of the LCD on copper
ions, by analyzing the doping dependence of the main
63Cu-NQR signal in La22xSrxCuO4 ~Fig. 1!. On assuming
that the occupation of both relevant orbitals 3dx22y2 and
3d3z22r2 changes with doping, the change of Vzz must be
proportional to the difference n(3dx22y2)2n(3d3z22r2).
This is because the Caa
lk factors ~Table I! for the respective
orbitals are equal in magnitude but opposite in sign. At the
same time, the lattice contribution to h in Eq. ~11! is not
appreciably affected by doping. As easily seen from the ob-
served increase of 63nQ ,m ~Fig. 1!, the excess charge going to
FIG. 1. The calculated dependence of the 63nQ frequency on x
~full line!, compared with the frequencies of the main and second-
ary 63Cu-NQR signals (63nQ ,m and 63nQ ,s , labeled by open and
filled triangles, respectively! measured in La22xSrxCuO4, Ref. 8.
~For 63nQ given in MHz units and Vzz in 1021 V/m2 holds 63nQ 5
2.55Vzz .) Inset of figure shows relation d to x .the 3d3z22r2 state is, within the limits of accuracy of the
present analysis, at most ten percent of the charge which
goes to the 3dx22y2 state, contrary to the proposal that the
excess charge on Cu is small and that its change with doping
is mostly associated with the change of the 3d3z22r2
occupation.30 If this latter assumption were true, 63nQ ,m
would decrease slowly upon doping, contrary to observation.
In most compounds which belong to the three families
under consideration, 63Cu-NQR exhibits two signals attrib-
uted to the in-plane copper nuclei.8,11,24 The origin of the
splitting of these signals is not entirely clear and represents
an interesting open question.
For example, the 63Cu-NQR spectra in all La2CuO4-like
compounds, La22xSrxCuO4, La22xBaxCuO4, and
La2CuO41x , are characterized by two signals.7,8,28,31,32 Both
signals are coming from the copper ions in the metallic re-
gions of the sample. The frequencies measured in
La22xSrxCuO4 ~Ref. 8! are shown in Fig. 1. In extended
x-ray-absorption fine structure experiments6 on
La1.85Sr0.15CuO4, two different copper sites are also found,
one regular, and the other corresponding to the deformed
CuO6 octahedra. Taking into account the variation of Vaa
lattice
in this deformation, we find that the measured 63nQ fre-
quences require the copper orbital occupancies nd ,m'0.71
for the main and nd ,s'0.74 for the secondary signal.
Next we turn to YBa2Cu3O72x family where Cu-NQR
spectra are the simplest and the best understood. Generally,
two kinds of Cu~2! sites appear in the NQR spectra. The first
site corresponds to the Cu~2! ion with neighboring in-chain
O~4! oxygen positions empty, as in YBa2Cu3O6, while for
the second Cu~2! site these positions are occupied by oxygen
ions.33 In stoichiometric compounds only one Cu~2! site ap-
TABLE V. Distribution of the additional holes in YBa2Cu3O7
(Dpd'2tpd) and La2CuO4 (Dpd'3tpd) based materials. d is the
doping of the plane obtained in the EFG analysis. In YBa2Cu3O6 nd
is obtained using the experimental EFG, Ref. 24, while np follows
after the assumption that d 5 0.
np nd np
add nd
add d
YBa2Cu3O6 0.225 0.55 0.0
YBa2Cu3O7 0.28 0.64 27.5 % 45 % 0.2
La1.85Sr0.15CuO4 0.18 0.71 0.07
La1.76Sr0.24CuO4 0.215 0.73 39 % 22 % 0.16
57 8597ELECTRIC-FIELD-GRADIENT ANALYSIS OF HIGH-Tc . . .pears: the first one in the insulating YBa2Cu3O6 and the
second one in metallic YBa2Cu3O7. The Cu~2! EFG in
YBa2Cu3O7 is consistent with a local charge distribution
where holes reside only in 3dx22y2 orbital. There are some
data related to the doping dependence of Cu-NQR spectra in
the YBa2Cu3O7 family, but they have been obtained by dif-
ferent authors on samples from different batches. Thus, we
are unable to compare further the contributions of 3dx22y2
and 3d3z22r2 orbitals by repeating the argument used for the
main 63Cu-NQR signal in La22xSrxCuO4. Neither Cu~2!
EFG nor O~1! EFG give any clue about the degree of hybrid-
ization between O~1!-2pz and Cu~2!-3d3z22r2 orbitals in
YBa2Cu3O72x . In YBa2Cu3O6 the structure of EFG at the
Cu~2! position is qualitatively similar to that in YBa2Cu3O7.
The quantitative doping dependence will be analyzed in next
section ~results are given in Table V!.
In the orthorhombic phase of Tl2Ba2CuO61x two 63nQ
signals, split by 2–3 MHz, are found,12 while in the tetrag-
onal phase only one signal is observed. Shimakawa34 did a
chemical and structural study for various tetragonal and
orthorhombic Tl2Ba2CuO61x materials in order to find a
possible relation between structural properties and the NQR
observations. He suggests that the splitting of the 63nQ sig-
nals may be caused by the displacements of Tl ions from
their ideal positions in the orthorhombic phase. We calcu-
lated corrections to 63nQ coming from these displacements
as well as from displacements of oxygen ions from the TlO
planes, present in both phases. The obtained differences in
63nQ for both kinds of lattice displacements are less than
1/10 of a percent. It seems that some kind of in-plane charge
transfer, leading to two different nd’s, is needed in order to
explain two 63Cu-NQR signals in Tl2Ba2CuO61x .
D. In-chain copper atom Cu1
The most striking discrepancy between predictions with a
scalar g and experimental data is found at the in-chain cop-
per site of YBa2Cu3O7. The experimental EFG tensor is an-
tisymmetric (h'1!, while the scalar Eq. ~18! gives h'
0.43. The two terms which contribute to the expression ~18!
have significantly different symmetries: the local term, due
to the corresponding s orbital 3dy22z2, and the bare lattice
contribution have (Vbblocal2Vcclocal)/Vaalocal50, and (Vbblattice
2Vcc
lattice)/Vaalattice'0.36, respectively. Thus, the precise calcu-
lation of the (gV lattice)aa at this crystal site must take into
account the tensorial corrections to g , presumably other 3d
orbitals besides the 3dy22z2 one, as already mentioned at the
end of Sec. II.
To conclude, a variety of information related to EFG’s
measured in the HTSC materials was discussed. Only the
symmetry-based conclusions can be accepted without reser-
vation, while the others are more parameter dependent. Nev-
ertheless, most of the parameter-dependent estimates, col-
lected in Tables II–IV, may be submitted to further
theoretical analysis. As a first step, and the simplest test of
the EFG analysis, the charge neutrality of a unit cell can be
checked for the materials where all ionic charges are esti-
mated independently. At present this was done for
YBa2Cu3O7 and Tl2Ba2CuO61x , giving some additional, al-
though rough support to our results of the EFG analysis.IV. MANY-BODY MODEL
It is interesting to investigate finally how our results relate
to models describing the correlated electrons in the
cuprates.29
We start with Table V where the in-cell charge distribu-
tions for a pair of La2CuO4 and a pair of YBa2Cu3O7 based
materials is given. Note that in both families the holes doped
into CuO2 planes are shared in nearly equal proportions by
copper and oxygen ions. At this point it should be recalled
that there are numerous indications that the strong on-site
repulsion Ud at the in-plane copper atom is important for the
physics of cuprates. In particular, in the qualitative picture of
the antiferromagnetic state the spin is entirely attributed to a
singly occupied copper orbital. Therefore, it seems surprising
that a large portion of the additional hole goes to the copper
site. Moreover, our discussion of NQR data through Eq. ~18!
showed that, indeed, the pd model35 takes into account all
qualitatively important tight-binding states. The question
which remains is whether the EFG results can be reconciled
with the large Ud assumption in this model. We examine this
question starting from the pd Hamiltonian
H5(
ss
@Eddss
† dss1Ep~pxss
† pxss1pyss
† pyss!#
1(
ss
@ tpd~pxss
† 1pyss
† !dss
2tpd~pxs2as
† 1pys2bs
† !dss1H.c.#
1(
s
Udds"
† ds"ds#
† ds# . ~20!
Here pxss
†
, pyss
†
, and dss
† are creation operators for holes in
2ps-O~2!, 2ps-O~3!, and 3dx22y2-Cu~2! orbitals at the site
s , respectively, while Ep and Ed are the corresponding on-
site energies. The overlap energy between the first 2ps and
3dx22y2 neighbors (6tpd) is the only one taken into account.
FIG. 2. The dependence of nd on energy difference Dpd ~main
figure! for d 5 0.001 ~A!, 0.1 ~B!, and 0.2 ~C! and on doping d
~inset! in the regime of parameters which is appropriate to the
La2CuO4 based materials.
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Up on the oxygen site is not a relevant parameter of the
model, we use Up50. Furthermore, in order to simplify cal-
culations, it is also usual to consider the model with the
nearest and next nearest Coulomb interactions Vpd and Vpp
equal to zero ~some average shifts produced by these Cou-
lomb terms are implicitly included in Ep and Ed).
For Ud!` the Hamiltonian ~20! can be treated in the
slave-boson approach,36,37 using two auxiliary operators, fer-
mionic f ss† and bosonic bs† . The first one represents a singly
occupied 3dx22y2 orbital at a site s while the other one rep-
resents the empty state—the electronic operator dss
† becomes
the composite object, dss† [ f ss† bs . The constraint nd<1
turns into equality (s f ss† f ss1bs†bs51, when expressed in
terms of the auxiliary operators. The constraint is then intro-
duced into the Hamiltonian ~20! through the respective
Lagrange multipliers ls . On applying the saddle point ap-
proximation, bs
† and ls are replaced by numbers b and l .
The Hamiltonian for fermions acquires the following form:
H2mN~11d!5(
ss
@~Ed1l2m! f ss† f ss1~Ep2m!
3pxss
† pxss1~Ep2m!pyss
† pyss#
1(
ss
b@ tpd~pxss
† 1pyss
† ! f ss2tpd
3~pxs2as
† 1pys2bs
† ! f ss1H.c.#
1(
s
l~b221 !. ~21!
l and b have to be optimized by minimization of the ther-
modynamic potential V . After all the simplifications, the av-
erage charges in the copper and the oxygen orbitals depend
only on two dimensionless parameters: doping of the con-
ducting planes d and Dpd /t pd , the energy difference be-
tween 2ps and 3dx22y2 levels (Dpd5Ep2Ed) measured in
terms of the pd overlap integral tpd .
Since the EFG’s are nearly independent of temperature,
we solve the saddle point equations
]V/]b50,
]V/]l50,
2]V/]m5N~11d! ~22!
at T50 K. In Fig. 2 we show how the charge distribution,
described in terms of the number of holes on the 3dx22y2-Cu
orbital, depends on two relevant parameters of the model, for
d 5 0.001, 0.1, and 0.2 ~main figure! and Dpd 5 3.0 t pd
~inset!.
Three qualitatively different regimes are found, ]nd /]d
.0, ]nd /]d'0, ]nd /]d,0, corresponding to Dpd /tpd,4,
Dpd /tpd'4, and Dpd /tpd.4, respectively. Although the es-
timated small values of additional nd may be somewhat un-
certain, on the qualitative side the results given in Table V
(]nd /]d.0) clearly show that the effective value of Dpd is
comparable to the overlap integral t pd . Besides, the other
important qualitative result is the saturation of nd with re-spect to the changes of d or Dpd , already for not too large d
and Dpd . Such a saturation is the direct consequence of a
large Ud .
In Fig. 1 we directly compare the results of the slave-
boson calculation with the measured NQR spectra in
La22xSrxCuO4 materials. The dependence of resonant fre-
quencies 63nQ on x confirms qualitatively the picture of a
hole-doped pd model with large Ud and Dpd;tpd . Indeed,
for chosen model parameters the holes doped into the con-
ducting planes go to copper and oxygen sites in nearly equal
proportions.
APPENDIX: CALCULATION OF gnpp
The quadrupolar part of the crystal potential acts as a
perturbation on the unperturbed orbitals Cnpk
0 (r)
5(1/r)unp0 (r) f pk(V), with the respective orbital energy E0.
Here unp
0 (r)5rRnp(r). In general, the quadrupolar potential
is of the form
V lattice5
1
4 @~3z
22r2!1h~x22y2!#Vzz
lattice
, ~A1!
where h and the local axes are defined by Eq. ~11!. Consid-
ering only the radial polarizability of the p orbitals, the per-
turbed wave function can be written as
Cnpk~r!5Cnpk
0 ~r!1Cnpk
~1 ! ~r!
5
1
r
@unp
0 ~r !1Bpkunp
~1 !~r !# f pk~V!. ~A2!
In the first order of perturbation theory, the equation for
Cnpk
(1) (r) takes the form
~H02E0!uCnpk
~1 ! &5@Enpk
~1 ! 2~2e !V lattice#uCnpk
0 &. ~A3!
The energy corrections Enpk
(1) are
Enpx
~1 ! 5
1
5 ^r
2&np~12h!Vzz
lattice
,
Enpy
~1 ! 5
1
5 ^r
2&np~11h!Vzz
lattice
,
Enpz
~1 ! 52
2
5 ^r
2&npVzz
lattice
. ~A4!
~Following Ref. 19 we use Rydberg atomic units.! The coef-
ficients Bpk are obtained on writing the expression ~A3! in
the r representation, and integrating over angular variables:
Bpx52
1
5 ~12h!Vzz
lattice
,
Bpy52
1
5 ~11h!Vzz
lattice
,
Bpz5
2
5 Vzz
lattice
. ~A5!
The function unp
(1)(r) thus satisfies the equation
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which, in general, has to be solved numerically. Here V0 is
an effective on-site potential.
The corresponding indirect lattice contribution to EFG
can be written in terms of tensor g(np!p)
Vaa
ind52(
b
gab~np!p !Vbblattice , ~A7!
and, at the same time, using Eqs. ~8!, ~14!, and ~A2! as
Vaa
ind52Inp(
k
~12nnpk!4BpkCaa
pk
. ~A8!
In the last expression, we introduce
Inp5E unp0 ~r !u¯np~1 !~r !r23dr , ~A9!
where u¯np
(1)(r) is obtained from unp(1)(r) by the orthogonaliza-
tion over all occupied p states:38u¯np
~1 !~r !5unp
~1 !~r !2(
n8
u
n8p
0
~r !E unp~1 !~r8!un8p0 ~r8!dr8.
~A10!
This allows us to express g(np!p) in terms of the integral
Inp . As the transformation between expressions ~A7! and
~A8! is not unique, because Vaa
lattice must satisfy the Laplace
equation, any term proportional to (aVaa
lattice can be added to
the right-hand side of Eqs. ~A7! or ~A8!. We use this free-
dom to minimize the off-diagonal components of the tensor
g(np!p).
In this way one obtains that g(np!p) is a scalar for a
closed-shell configuration, and equal to
g0~np!p !54825 Inp . ~A11!
The number 48/25 is the well-known Sternheimer’s factor
related to the closed p subshells.
For the partially filled shells, the result is
g~np!p !5g0~np!p !1dg~np!p !,
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